BREED NAME: TOYBOB

ALLOWABLE OUTCROSS BREEDS:
Date: 2/19 Russian Domestic cats (non pedigreed)

BREED CODES:
79 SH
80 LH

PEDIGREE REQUIREMENTS (last date showing is current):
Date: 2/19 3 generations (However, Unknown Ancestry Permitted)* Date:

FOREIGN-CAT REQUIREMENTS (if different from above):
Date:
Date:

REGISTER AS AOV:

DO NOT ACCEPT (cat to be registered or cats in background):

SIGNIFICANT ACCEPTANCE DATES:
Registration: Effective: 2/19
Miscellaneous: 2/19 Effective: 5/19
Provisional: Effective:
Championship: Effective:

BCS CODE SERIES:
8900/8901 SH
8950/8951 LH

https://cfa.org/breeds/color-prefix-chart/#toybob

BREED NOTES
BREED: TOYBOB

*Toybobs of unknown ancestry must receive approval of the Breed Committee Chair prior to registration.